The Leader in Social Issues Coverage for Over 40 Years

Better research. Better learning. Better insights. ProQuest editors curate content from thousands of national and international sources to cover the pros, cons, and everything in between, on every issue. SIRS Issues Researcher delivers the pros and cons on today’s complex social issues with relevant, credible information and tools that equip students to think critically about global controversies.

Get right to the heart of an issue with special Leading Issues coverage. SIRS Issues Researcher provides not only the background necessary to understanding an issue’s origins and key points of contention, but also the current analysis that investigates how the issue affects politics, personal beliefs, current events, and more.

Inside each Leading Issue you’ll find:

• A concise introductory overview, critical thinking questions, timeline, and reference materials for context.
• Essential Questions that introduce the issue’s pros and cons and highlight key points under debate.
• Relevant documents, statistics, websites, and multimedia that present global perspectives from all sides to help young researchers go from the “whats” of the issue to the “whys.”
• Easy tools such as integration with Google Drive and Google Classroom, text-to-speech capabilities, citation generator and export functions to help with the research process.

When you bring it all together, SIRS Issues Researcher is everything students need to tackle the toughest issues—and to begin asking the questions that lead to critical thinking about complex social issues.
Global Warming. Immigration. Refugees. Gun Control. Police and body cameras... Hundreds of critical current events and thousands of topics.

Graphics are carefully selected from 2,000 publications for reliable content

Leading Issues covers over 350 of the most-studied issues in a pro/con format

Points of View from Every Angle
Editors curate every document and web link to ensure balanced coverage of each Leading Issue. Students can easily find their next research topic through a browse by category or alphabetical sort. Content is accessible through tools such as Lexile Measure sort, Text-to-Speech, MP3 downloads, and article translations. SIRS Issues Researcher integrates easily into classroom and student workflows with features like Google Drive and Classroom, email, print, and MLA/APA citation formats.

About ProQuest
ProQuest is an information partner, creating solutions for better research, better learning and better insights. We curate content unmatched in scope and diversity; simplify products and processes to enable greater efficiency and achievement; and connect communities of students, researchers and other information seekers with tools and resources to help them thrive.

To learn more
For more information, call 800-521-0600, or visit our website at www.proquest.com.